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Madry Oshker

Madry Oshker is an NPC controlled by GM Damaske who appears in the ISS Sobek plot.

Madry Oshker

Species & Gender: Female KAIMON/Ascendant Consort
Organization: Yugumo Corporation
Occupation: Computer Systems Expert

Rank: Jōtō Shain
Current Placement: ISS Sobek

Character Description

Madry's physical design was based upon a Nepleslian woman and she has a small, slender human
form. She weighs 72kg (158lbs) and stands at 175cm (5ft 9in) tall, although her endoskeleton and
Yarvex Foam body allow her to adjust her height by up to 15cm (6in) in either direction. Her skin is
a light dusky brown, almost olive and is smooth and defect free. She has a rounded face, with a
strong nose and thin, bow-shaped lips. Madry has a mane of dark brown hair that sweeps back
from her face and falls to her mid-back. Her almond-shaped eyes are dark brown, with flecks of
gold throughout the iris. Madry's measurements are 38-24-36 and she takes a 34D bra.

With her origins as a semi-sentient AI, it should be no surprise that Madry doesn't quite come
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across as a regular human. She is highly logical, methodical and exacting with her approach. Madry
particularly struggles with the concept of 'winging it' and is trying to become 'more normal' over
time with help from her friends. She enjoys structured environments, but becomes uncomfortable
when confronted with too much chaos. Although young, Madry is not particularly innocent, but
rather 'flat' as she is still in the process of learning what she enjoys, likes or dislikes as an
individual.

When distracted, Madry has a habit of crossing her arms under her bust and tapping the fingers of
her right hand on her left elbow.

History and Relationship Notes

Jamila was manufactured as a KAIMON/Ascendant Companion by the Yugumo Corporation in YE 44.
She was immediately assigned to the Yugumo Corporation's Advanced Propulsion Lab, based out of
Adlich-C within Nemesis Bastion, where she was utilised as an advanced data analyst and
computer systems technician.

In late YE 44, Jamila achieved full sentience and she soon chose to rename herself Madry Oshker.
Having forged no personal connections within the Advanced Propulsion Lab, she elected to transfer
to the Materials Research Lab running out of Adlich-A. That one of the few people to have been
truly kind and consistently friendly to her during the previous months, one Freja Eirsdottir,
happened to work there was purely a coincidence (it wasn't). Madry quickly found her feet as a
computer systems expert, helping with data analysis, modelling and simulations. Thanks to the
graviton field projectors in her arms, she was especially valued for her ability to help set up
weighty equipment.

By the start of YE 45, Madry had established herself as a Jōtō Shain within the Advanced Materials
Development Group and was often the computer expert of choice when consultation became
necessary. Due to the highly confidential nature of her work, when out in the field she is publicly
employed by Yugumo Fleetworks, operating out of Port Jiyuu.

Relationships

Dr. Saito Shinji - Shinji fascinates Madry. Much as she is a machine that is learning to be more
human, Shinji is a human who seems to be more machine. Madry admires the way his mind works,
capable of making intuitive leaps beyond logical progression.

Freja Eirsdottir - Freja is Madry's family, filling a role somewhere between big sister and mother.
Her oldest friend, it was interacting with Freja that helped Madry become self aware and later,
develop as an individual. As a result, she can be very protective of the neko.

Jaek Ashton - Madry respects Jaek's technical skills and knowledge and finds that he is usually the
only person on the team she can really talk shop with. She also finds his cybernetics interesting,
intrigues by the dichotomy of his strong cybernetics and weak, squishy human flesh.
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Inventory

1 set of Yugumo Corporation Standard Issue Items
1 RHI Type 43 "Megumi" Combat Suit, Light
1 RHI Type 43 "Megumi" Environmental Skinsuit (under-wear)
1 RHI Type 43 "Yuuki" Combat Helmet
1 pair EM-G8 Gravity Boot
2 labcoats
1 Communicator

OOC Notes

Appearance inspiration: pic

Roleplaying Notes

Madry is the classic 'doll brought to life'. Think Data from Star Trek, or Rommie from Andromeda.
Madry is a gynoid who became self aware and is developing as a person a little piece at a time. She
is intensely loyal to Freja, the team, the Yugumo Corporation and the Yamatai Star Empire.
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